Central Tucson Campus: In-Person: Multiple Sessions

1. **180 Days Around the World on a Cruise Ship – Take 2** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 65
2. **A Current Look at Stonehenge and Other English Henges** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 55
3. **Aging With Buddhist Wisdom** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 55
4. **Altruism Works: Exploring Local Non-profit Opportunities** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
5. **American Success Stories** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 65
6. **Are There Still Indians in America?** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
7. **Artful Shadows: Shadows in Painting, Photography, Film and Architecture** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 35
8. **Astronomy/Geosciences** - Fridays - Class Seats: 65
9. **Autism Spectrum – It’s Not What We Thought** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 55
10. **Birding for Beginners (In-person class plus optional field trip)** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 45
12. **Chen Village Tai Chi** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 20
13. **Cheng Man Ching – 37 Movement Tai Chi Chuan** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20
14. **Crafting with Kids** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
15. **Crooners and Love Songs** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 65
16. **Desert Animal "Homes"** - Fridays - Class Seats: 55
17. **Docents Art Talks** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 65
18. **Documentaries to Make You Think** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 65
19. **eBay & Craigslist: Selling the Treasures in Your Closet** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 55
20. **Electric Vehicle Basics Class (EVBC)** - Fridays - Class Seats: 30
22. **Energy Technologies for a Changing World** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 55
23. **Erik Larson** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 65
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—

Exploring SW Culture With a Focus on Navajo Textiles & Their Designs - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20

—

Film Discussion Class - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 55

—

Great Decisions 2024 - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30

—

Hablando - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 20

—

Hear Me Roar - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65

—

How To Deal With Difficult People - Fridays - Class Seats: 30

—

Inside the National Park Service: Stories and Histories From a Former Ranger - Thursdays - Class Seats: 65

—

Inside the Renaissance of a Migrant Child - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 20

—

International Development in North Africa - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45

—

Investing for Women - Thursdays - Class Seats: 20

—

Investing in Retirement - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20

—

Listening to Jane Austen's Persuasion - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 55

—

News and Views - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30

—

Nuts and Bolts of the Criminal Justice System - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30

—

One-Hit Wonders - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 20

—

Police Officer-Involved Custodial Deaths - Fridays - Class Seats: 25

—

Positivity by Barbara Fredrickson, PhD - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30

—

Presidential History: The Good, Bad, and Ugly (Part I) - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50

—

Psychology Lecture Series - Thursdays - Class Seats: 55

—

Race Matters: Black Lives in the Supreme Court 1787-2023 - Thursdays - Class Seats: 65

—

Sarver Heart Center Lecture Series - Fridays - Class Seats: 65

—

Science News and Views - Thursdays - Class Seats: 55

—

Short Stories by Gabriel García Márquez - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20

—

Skeptic's View of Climate Change - Fridays - Class Seats: 55
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- Solar Storms and the Origins of Religion - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20
- Spiritual Ecology - Thursdays - Class Seats: 55
- The Camino de Santiago – A Life Changing Experience - Thursdays - Class Seats: 55
- The Cold War Is Still Going and Starting To Heat Up Again - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
- The Plantagenets: The Real Game of Thrones - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20
- Thomas Hardy: Two Companion Novels - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 35
- Two Novels About Mexico by DH Lawrence and Graham Greene - Thursdays - Class Seats: 65
- Wanderers in the Promised Land: Physicians in the Twentyfirst Century - Fridays - Class Seats: 30
- Wisdom Keepers, Wisdom Givers - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50
- Women of the Old West - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
- Writing for Self Discovery - Thursdays - Class Seats: 10
- Writing the Good Times: Memoir - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- Your Amazing Mind - Thursdays - Class Seats: 35
Central Tucson Campus: Single Session

1. **100 Years of Jazz Gems for All Music Lovers** - Fridays - Class Seats: 70
2. **100 Years of Jazz Gems for All Music Lovers (Add on Class Due to Demand)** - Mondays - Class Seats: 70
4. **Annuities: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
5. **Building a Star, and Then What?** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 55
6. **Expedition Cruising in the Polar Regions** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 55
7. **Fascinating History of Cluckers (Chickens)** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 35
10. **Home Energizer Workshop, by TEP** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 35
11. **Innovations in Death & Dying: There’s an App For That** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 55
12. **Musicians Who Died in 2023** - Fridays - Class Seats: 70
15. **Rogue Theatre Presentation** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
16. **Senior Scams: Fraud Awareness & Prevention** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 55
17. **Tucson’s Other Legendary Musician** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 20
Green Valley Campus: In-Person: Multiple Sessions

- **180 Days Around the World on a Cruise Ship – Take 2** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- **Addiction in America** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Classic Hatha Yoga** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Critical Role of the Gut Microbiome in Overall Health** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Dementia from the Inside** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Election 2024** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- **Electric Vehicle Basics Class (EVBC)** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Enchanting the World: How Michael Jackson Became a King** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Examination of the Multiple Causes of the American Civil War** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Examining Race/Human Relations in the United States Through Playreading** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Exploring Near-Death Experiences** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45
- **From a Fiery Beginning to a Fiery End: Plate Tectonics** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 60
- **Investing for Women** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Investing in Retirement** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Jezebel: A Reassessment** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Learn the Basics of Mah Jongg** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 8
- **Learn to Play Texas Hold’em Tournaments** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 10
- **Lighthouses, Lenses, The People Who Tended Them And Lens Projects** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Louise Penny Three Pines Series** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Mammals of the Santa Catalina Mountains** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 50
- **Opera 101 – Introduction to Opera for the Non-Believer** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Retirement 2.0 What’s New? What’s Next?** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Secrets of Happiness** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 45
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Skeptic's View of Climate Change - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30

Solar Storms and the Origins of Religion - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20

The 2024 Election - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30

The Camino de Santiago – A Life Changing Experience - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65

The Songs of the Historic 1964 Newport Folk Festival - Thursdays - Class Seats: 65

Green Valley Campus: Single Session

Annuities: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly - Thursdays - Class Seats: 20

Foreign Policy Update - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65

Home Energizer Workshop, by TEP - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 50

Mystic Poetry of Rum, Hafiz, and Darshan - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45

Roots of Spanish California, 1530-1776 - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 50

Secrets of the Yellow Brick Road – The Spirituality of OZ - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45

Senior Scams: Fraud Awareness & Prevention - Thursdays - Class Seats: 65
Field Trips:

- **A Guided Visit to Lee Lee's Supermarket (2/19)** - Mondays - Class Seats: 15
- **A Guided Visit to Lee Lee's Supermarket (3/9)** - Saturdays - Class Seats: 15
- **African American Museum of Southern Arizona Field Trip** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Empire-Vail Ranch Docent Led Tour** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Fox Theatre Historical Tour** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Make a Mosaic at Maggie May Mosaics** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 18
- **Shop for a Cause at the Eagles Wings of Grace** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Tubac, Arizona Field Trip** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
- **Tucson Auto Museum Field Trip** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Tucson Chinese Cultural Center Field Trip** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 100
- **Tucson Jewish Museum & Holocaust Center Field Trip** - Fridays - Class Seats: 20

First come first serve registration:

- **Amerind Museum and Art Gallery Bus Trip** - Fridays - Class Seats: 52
Online Classes: Multiple Sessions

1. **Altruism Works: Exploring Local Non-profit Opportunities** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
2. **Ancient Egypt’s Middle Kingdom** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
3. **Archaeology of Early Agriculture and Irrigation in the Southwest** - Fridays - Class Seats: 300
4. **Astronomy/Geosciences** - Fridays - Class Seats: 300
5. **Autism Spectrum – It’s Not What We Thought** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
6. **Beginning and Intermediate Spanish** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 40
7. **Birding for Beginners (Online class plus optional field trip)** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
8. **Chen Village Tai Chi** - Fridays - Class Seats: 70
9. **Chess and the Art of War** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
10. **Climate Change’s Big Picture, One Strategy for Solution: Personal Action!** - Mondays - Class Seats: 70
12. **Democracy: Does It Have a Future?** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
13. **Docents Art Talks** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
14. **Documentaries to Make You Think** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
15. **Dream Group Class** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
16. **eBay & Craigslist: Selling the Treasures in Your Closet** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
17. **Eyes Remade for Wonder: A Spiritual Discussion on Rabbi Kushner's Writings** - Mondays - Class Seats: 20
18. **Gentle Energizing Movement, Relaxation and Meditation: Himalayan Yoga** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 70
19. **Great Decisions 2024 (Online)** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 70
20. **Humor: A Healing Tool** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
21. **Inner Child Work: Facing Our Shame, Fear, and Trauma** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
22. **Intellectual and Cultural History of the West Part 4: Modern Era** - Fridays - Class Seats: 300
23. **International Development in North Africa** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45
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1. **Introduction to Hinduism: History, Religion, Philosophy, Culture** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
2. **News & Views with Sherry and Doug** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
3. **Online Film Discussion Class** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
4. **Police Officer-Involved Custodial Deaths** - Mondays - Class Seats: 20
5. **Race Matters: Black Lives in the Supreme Court 1787-2023** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
6. **Reading and Discussing The New Yorker** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 45
7. **Reading Foreign Affairs and The Economist Magazines** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 70
8. **Skeptic's View of Climate Change** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
9. **The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict – Past & Present** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
10. **The Soundtrack of Rock and Pop in the 50s & 60s – Magic of Brill Building Era** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
11. **TV Ad Wars: U.S. vs. The World** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
12. **Two Facets of Our Current Reality** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
13. **Ukraine Then and Now (Part 2)** - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
14. **War in the Skies: Europe 1939-1944** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
15. **What’s the Big Deal? Let’s Read and Discuss a Banned Book** - Fridays - Class Seats: 30
17. **Wisdom Keepers, Wisdom Givers** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
18. **With a Little Help from My Friends: A Poetry Workshop** - Mondays - Class Seats: 16
19. **Women in Government** - Thursdays - Class Seats: 45
Online Classes: Single Session

- Alfred Hitchcock’s San Francisco - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- Computer Security Overview - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Curious Conversations, Inspired by Jazz at the Fox - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Curious Conversation, Inspired by Bluegrass & American Roots Music at the Fox - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- HIV/AIDS: News and Updates - Fridays - Class Seats: 300
- Home Energizer Workshop, by TEP - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
- Legacy of Holocaust Survivors: The Challenges, Gifts and Impact - Thursdays - Class Seats: 60
- Lessons From the Vietnam War - Fridays - Class Seats: 300
- Only Hope: My Mother and the Holocaust Brought to Light - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- Practical Policy Solutions for the Arizona State Water Crisis - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- Separation of Church and State: Vital in 1787, Critical Now - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- Smarter Charitable Giving - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
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Online Shared Offerings: Multiple Sessions

- A History of Africa - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- A Little Bit of Math for the Non-Mathematical - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Art and Archaeology of Early India - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Chico State Faculty Lecture Series - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Christianity in America - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Death and Renewal? The Persistent Process - From Death Comes Life - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Future of Health, Medicine, and Biotechnology: Part 2 - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Intro to Watercolor Painting - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- John Huston: Film Legend and Legend Maker - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
- Learn to Draw Cartoon Characters - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Let's Keep Knitting - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- LGBTQ+ Issues and Identities - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- The Ancient Civilizations of Mesoamerica - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- The British Are Coming: The Beginning of the American Revolution - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- The Poetry of Hamlet - Mondays - Class Seats: 25
- Vincent Van Gogh's Transformation of Influences - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
- Volcanoes: Our Window Into the Earth's Interior - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
- What About the Women: Stories from the American Revolution - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300

Online Shared Offerings: Single Session

- Anna Rosenberg: Confidante of Presidents - Mondays - Class Seats: 300
- Saving Abu Simbel - Mondays - Class Seats: 300